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U l t r a - P r e m i U m  C o l l e C t i o n

Quality You Can  
Trust...From  
North America’s  
Largest Roofing 
Manufacturer!™

Authentic Beauty.  
Ultra Dimensionality.
Finally, Wood Shakes  
Have Met Their Match.

®

The Most Authentic Wood Shake-Look Shingles You Can Buy

Color Shown:
Chelsea Gray

gaf.com



   he beauty of wood. Until now, no shingle has 

ever truly captured the essence of this noble material.  

Only the innovation of the Glenwood ® Shingle — 

the thickest triple-layer asphalt shingle in existence 

today — has finally broken the mold. Crafted with 

the finest attention to detail, this striking shingle  

distinguishes like no other — with the unparalleled 

look of genuine hand-cut wood shakes. Embodying 

all the character, charm, and aesthetic appeal.  

�



    uthentic beauty. You know it when you see it.  A



•  Ultra Thick... Industry-leading ultra-thick triple-layer 
construction provides maximum dimensionality, 
resulting in a truly realistic wood-shake look

•  Beautiful Design... Artisan-crafted shingle tabs 
give your home a dimensional look unmatched  
by typical shingles 

•  Affordable Luxury... Only a fraction of the cost  
of traditional wood shakes  

•  Custom Color Palette... Specially formulated color 
palette is designed to accentuate the shingle’s 
natural wood-shake look 

•  High Performance... Designed with Advanced 
Protection® Shingle Technology, which reduces the 
use of natural resources while providing excellent 
protection for your home (visit gaf.com/aps to 
learn more)

•  StainGuard® Protection...  Helps ensure the 
beauty of your roof against unsightly blue-green 
algae1 

•  Highest Roofing Fire Rating... Unlike natural, 
untreated wood shakes, Glenwood® Shingles 
carry a UL Class A fire rating

•  Stays In Place... Dura Grip™ Adhesive seals each 
shingle tightly and reduces the risk of shingle  
blow-off. Shingles warranted to withstand winds 
up to 130 mph (209 km/h)!2 

•  The Ultimate Peace Of Mind... Lifetime ltd. 
transferable warranty with Smart Choice® 
Protection (non-prorated material and installation 
labor coverage) for the first ten years3

•  Perfect Finishing Touch...  For the best look, use 
Timbertex® Premium Ridge Cap Shingles with 
StainGuard® protection or Ridglass® Premium 
Ridge Cap Shingles4

®

 1   See GAF Shingle & Accessory Ltd. Warranty for complete 
coverage and restrictions.  

   2   This wind speed coverage requires special installation; see 
GAF Shingle & Accessory Ltd. Warranty for details.

    3  See GAF Shingle & Accessory Ltd. Warranty for complete 
coverage and restrictions. The word “Lifetime” refers to 
the length of coverage provided by the GAF Shingle & 
Accessory Ltd. Warranty and means as long as the original 
individual owner(s) of a single-family detached residence 
[or the second owner(s) in certain circumstances] owns 
the property where the shingles are installed. For owners/
structures not meeting the above criteria, Lifetime coverage 
is not applicable.

       Note: Do not install Glenwood® Shingles on roofs with 
slopes of 2:12; doing so will void the applicable warranty. 
Glenwood® Shingles installed on roofs with slopes of 3:12 
to 4:12 require special installation in order to qualify for 
warranty coverage. Please visit gaf.com.

    4  These products are not available in all areas.  
See www.gaf.com/ridgecapavailability for details.

Quality You Can Trust… 
From North America’s Largest 
Roofing Manufacturer!™

Note: It is difficult to reproduce the color clarity and actual 
color blends of these products. Before selecting your color, 
please ask to see several full-size shingles.

Glenwood® Lifetime Designer Shingles  
Offer You These Unique Benefits:

TECHNOLOGYTECHNOLOGY

™

When it came to creating the industry’s most authentic wood  

shake-look shingle, we knew we had to deliver nothing less than  

all the remarkable, natural beauty of genuine hand-split wood 

shakes. But we didn’t stop there. Not only did we ensure that this 

innovative shingle would provide all the top performance you’d 

expect — we also enhanced its dimensionality.

We’re proud to say that no other triple-layer asphalt shingle matches 

the thickness of our premium Glenwood ® Shingles. You can see 

the difference for yourself; there’s simply no comparison. For the 

ultimate in depth and dimension for your roof — and the most 

realistic wood-shake look that a shingle can provide — you need 

search no further. 

Glenwood ® Shingles.  A bold, beautiful departure from the rest.

The Triple-Layer Design Of A Glenwood ® Shingle

BASE LAYER

CENTER LAYER

TOP LAYER

Note: It is difficult to reproduce the color clarity and actual color blends of these products. Before selecting your 
color, please ask to see several full-size shingles.

You will believe your eyes.



You will believe your eyes.



Note: It is difficult to reproduce the color clarity and actual 
color blends of these products. Before selecting your color, 
please ask to see several full-size shingles.



Weathered
Wood
The rich combination of hues in Weathered Wood 

makes a handsome statement, adorning  your home 

with the timeless look of beautifully weathered cedar.

           e admire that which endures 

effortlessly, gracefully. What is timeworn  

gives us a connection to the past — a sense  

of history. It’s no surprise, then, that the 

charm and allure of aged hand-crafted  

wood is expressed so magnificently through 

your Glenwood ® Shingles.
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Golden 
Prairie
The soft, warm glow of Golden Prairie comes from its 

delicate mixture of golds, beiges, and touches of rust,  

making this shingle a lustrous addition to your home.

           home can make a lasting impression 

without shouting it from the rooftop. Just as 

even the finest wood shavings have strength, 

so too lighter, more subtle wood tones have 

the power to make impactful statements. 

Your Glenwood ® roof proves that beyond  

a doubt.

A 



Note: It is difficult to reproduce the 
color clarity and actual color blends 
of these products. Before selecting 
your color, please ask to see several 
full-size shingles.



Note: It is difficult to reproduce the color clarity and actual 
color blends of these products. Before selecting your color, 
please ask to see several full-size shingles.



Autumn
Harvest
Striking in its natural beauty, Autumn Harvest  

surrounds those who gather beneath your roof in a 

canopy of pure comfort — for all the seasons to come. 

           hat is more bountiful and giving 

than a lush forest, rich in its natural 

gifts of timber?  Your Glenwood ® roof, 

which elegantly harvests the true essence 

of carefully crafted wood and generously 

shares its warm, calming tones in great 

abundance.

W



Dusky
Gray
Refined sophistication and character define Dusky 

Gray, which deftly blends grays with warm tones of 

brown and russet to create a signature look. 

      hose who appreciate and revere wood 

know that this material stands out from the 

rest — particularly when it’s crafted to express 

a unique artistic vision. Just as it is with your 

Glenwood ® roof, defining and distinguishing 

to set you far apart from the crowd.

�



Note: It is difficult to reproduce 
the color clarity and actual 
color blends of these products. 
Before selecting your color, 
please ask to see several full-
size shingles.



Note: It is difficult to reproduce the color clarity and actual color 
blends of these products. Before selecting your color, please ask 
to see several full-size shingles.



Adobe
Clay
Rich in tradition, this sun-kissed shingle emanates  

a warm, welcoming  presence, making Adobe Clay  

the ideal choice for an inviting home. 

     he natural, unmistakable look of wood. 

Is there anything as classic, as timeless, as 

universal? We bring this elegant material 

into our homes, into our lives, because we 

are unmistakably drawn to its warmth and 

beauty. Just as those who visit your home  

will be drawn to your Glenwood ® roof. 

�



Chelsea
Gray
The very picture of strength and stability. Chelsea Gray’s 

perfectly balanced combination of warm and cool hues 

gives it its grand versatility.

             ood is durable, reliable, versatile. 

Qualities worthy of admiration, and ones 

that we often seek in our day-to-day. You’ll 

find these same qualities in your Glenwood ® 

Shingles, so you’ll have not only the desirable 

look of genuine wood shakes — but also 

confidence and pride in your roof.

W 



Note: It is difficult to reproduce 
the color clarity and actual color 
blends of these products. Before 
selecting your color, please ask  
to see several full-size shingles.



Quality You Can 
Trust…From 
North America’s 
Largest Roofing 
Manufacturer!™

Leak 
Barrier
 Provides exceptional 
protection against 
leaks caused by 
roof settling and 
extreme weather. 
Ideal upgrade at 
all vulnerable areas 
(including at the 
eaves in the North†).

Roof Deck 
Protection
Provides an 
exceptionally 
strong layer of 
protection against 
wind-driven 
rain; some even 
allow moisture to 
escape from your 
attic. Also, lies 
flatter for a better-
looking roof. 

Cobra® Attic 
Ventilation
Helps remove 
excess heat and 
moisture from your 
attic to promote 
energy efficiency in 
your home and help 
extend the life of 
your roof.

Starter Strip 
Shingles
Saves time, eliminates 
waste, and reduces the 
risk of blow-off...and 
may even help qualify 
for upgraded wind 
warranty coverage 
(see GAF Shingle 
& Accessory Ltd. 
Warranty* for details).

SALES OFFICES:
NORTHEAST 
717-866-8392

CENTRAL
630-296-1980

SOUTHEAST 
813-829-8880

SOUTHWEST 
972-851-0500

WEST 
800-445-9330

CANADA
855-492-8085 

WORLD HQ
973-628-3000

  Recommended
      Around
    Skylights

     Recommended
     In Valleys & 
 Around Dormers

    Recommended
       Around 
  Penetrations

 Recommended
At Flashings
& Transitions 
  

Required by Code
    At
Eaves

   in Colder Zone
(optional in Warmer Zone)

      Optional
     At Ridges,
      Hips & 
   Rake Edges

† In the North, 
most building 
codes require 
the use of 
Leak Barrier 
at the eaves.

gaf.com 

GAF offers you many great 
Lifetime Shingle choices, including 
Timberline® Shingles with 
Advanced Protection® Shingle 
Technology. They’re the #1-selling 
shingles in North America!
Advanced Protection® Shingle 
Technology provides excellent 
protection for your home while 
reducing the use of precious 
natural resources. That’s better 
for your home—and better for 
the environment!
To learn more about why 
Advanced Protection® 

Shingles are your best 
choice, visit gaf.com/aps.

LIFETIME 
S H I N G L E S

Ridge Cap 
Shingles
Enhances the 
beauty of your 
home while 
guarding 
against leaks 
at the hips 
and ridges.

TECHNOLOGYTECHNOLOGY

™

Get Automatic Lifetime Protection 
On Your Entire GAF Roofing System!*

When you install any GAF Lifetime Shingle and at least 3 qualifying 
GAF accessories, you’ll automatically get: 
•  A Lifetime ltd. warranty on your shingles and all qualifying GAF accessories!*
•  Non-prorated coverage for the first 10 years!*

More Than Just Coverage On Your Shingles!
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The GAF Lifetime Roofing System has earned the 
prestigious Good Housekeeping Seal, which means 
that Good Housekeeping stands behind the products in 
this system. (Refer to Good Housekeeping Magazine for 
its consumer protection policy. Applicable in U.S. only.)* See GAF Shingle & Accessory Ltd. Warranty 

for complete coverage and restrictions. 
The word “Lifetime” refers to the length 
of coverage provided by the GAF Shingle 
& Accessory Ltd. Warranty and means as 
long as the original individual owner(s) of 
a single-family detached residence [or the 
second owner(s) in certain circumstances] 
owns the property where the shingles and 
accessories are installed. For owners/
structures not meeting the above criteria, 
Lifetime coverage is not applicable. Lifetime 
Ltd. Warranty on accessories requires the use 
of at least three qualifying GAF accessories 
and the use of Lifetime Shingles.
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